
A BUNCH OF BOXES, A COLLECTION OF CLUES

 
       

               

                

          

                         

            

                

                    

            

           

             

              

                    

       

               

                

      

                      

          

         

                 

                   

       

                     

         

                      

                

        

                       

     

  

      

China's "___ of Four" (4)

Clever discernment or hardheaded acumen (10)
1985 Doug McKeon movie (8)
To look fixedly at, as if in a schoolyard contest (5)



1972 Olivier-Caine movie (6)
It follows lightning (7)
Opposite of plural (8)
Detumescence (10)
Homicide (6)
Clinton's opponent in '96 (4)
Sloan School subject (8)
To move in a stealthy or furtive manner; malinger (Brit. slang) (5)
A loosely coiled length of yarn (5)
Water-boiling vessel that whistles (6)
"Sing, choirs of angels, sing in ____" (10)
"___ and Prejudice" (5)
Tony Blair's party (6)
"I never saw the heavens so dim by day. A savage ___!" (Shakespeare) (7)
Hope or Geldof (3)
"Unknown spears suddenly ___ before my dream-awakened eyes" (Yeats) (6)
A characteristic of snow or rice (9)
Container for Jack and Jill (4)

An assembly of bishops and representative clergy of the Church of England (11)
To laugh harshly (like a witch, say) (6)
Abundance of wealth, as that which Teyve might wish for (8)
A one-sided victory; an episode of lovemaking (4)
Buck-and-___ (4)
Cruelty (10)
"___ me timbers!" (6)
"For as a ___ of the sweetest things / The deepest loathing to the stomach brings" (Shakespeare) (7)
Location for traders, racecar drivers or musicians (3)
You get only one on your first birthday cake (6)
Attack by surprise (6)
Leg, in slang (3)
Fanatical, sometimes religious, devotion (4)

The U.S. legislature (8)
Sea monsters (Latin neut. pl.) (4)
American statesman Henry Cabot (5)
Stubbornness (9)
Making a rattling sound (10)
Tying, buttoning or nailing (9)
A fundamental quark that has an electric charge of + 2/3 and a measured energy of approximately 1.5 GeV (5)
"The ___ ", Camus novel (6)
"Walk sober off, before a sprightlier age comes ___ on…" (Pope) (9)
To make meaningless sounds suggestive of the chatter of children (7)
Excessive display or pretentiousness (11)
___ and caboodle (3)
Entertainer Jimmy "Schnozzola" (7)
Roof beam (6)
Word repeated in Byrds song title (4)
Quarterback ___ (football play) (5)



"____ of the willing" (9)
They are led by a conductor (9)
Word with Marine or Peace (5)
Behave like Lords, according to a Christmas song (4)
Floral arrangement; nosegay (7)
Catcher's headwear (4)
Omnipresence (8)
Process which creates X-Men, generally (8)
Vigil held prior to burial (4)

Macy's Thanksgiving event (6)
Strikingly elaborate behavior (11)
A number of mathematical elements arranged in rows and columns (5)
Heroin, slangily (5)
Hurry-___ (turmoil) (6)
The utterance of low continuous sounds or complaining noises (11)
A navy organizational unit consisting of two or more squadrons of small warships (8)

Priest's audience (12)
Entrant in Macy's Thanksgiving event (5)
Foolish or playful behavior or practice (10)
Roman goddess of dawn (6)

1995 computerized combat game featuring full 3D movement (7)

Dick Tracy's had a videophone (5)

To cause abdominal distension (in) (5)


